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A ccording to the dictionary, “potential” means “existing in
possibility.”1 For many of us who desperately want health

information technology (IT) to be the long, sought after
panacea that will lead to dramatic improvements in quality
and safety, there is a strong desire to get to “existing in reality.”
A growing sense of awareness and urgency around the current
state of health care quality in America continues to push us
toward action and health IT. The ability to standardize high-
risk processes, such as drug prescribing, and remind provi-
ders to order evidence-based preventive services seems so
logically connected to better care. There is also a growing sense
of impatience among the public with low uptake.

Significant barriers remain in our path toward greater
adoption of health IT. The most frequently cited barrier
remains the upfront cost and maintenance of these electronic
systems. An emerging linkage between payment and quality
may help if electronic health records allow us to more easily
report on quality measures and get paid for higher performance.
Another barrier that does not get as much attention is the
perceived lack of evidence amongproviders that electronic health
record systems can improve quality and safetywhilemaintaining
or improving clinician workflow and efficiency. The strong desire
to believe that health IT systems will work as expected has often
overshadowed the reality that an IT system cannot be the sole
quality improvement intervention. As the Veterans Health
Administration experience in diabetes has demonstrated, a
computer system can only move us so far unless we invest in a
broader process redesign and improvement efforts.2

This special issue of the Journal of General Internal Medicine
is especially exciting because it shows the real potential of
health IT—warts and all—in real-world settings. These articles
help us better understand what is needed to drive toward
broader implementation and avoid the missteps that continue
to limit the broader adoption of health IT. Among the various
forms of health IT, there is often the greatest enthusiasm for
the perceived simplicity and great potential of electronic
prescribing. The American Health Information Community
recently recommended that Secretary Leavitt push on the
legislation that would mandate the use of electronic prescrib-
ing. The articles by Crosson et al.3 and Fischer et al.4 may
temper our expectations that a legislative mandate will be
enough to move us toward more universal adoption. Among
other factors, the physicians who had the most realistic

expectations had better uptake of electronic prescribing. We
clearly need to avoid “overselling” the potential of these
systems to make care safer and more efficient until we get a
better understanding of the barriers toward routine use.

Although there is a growing evidence base for the efficacy of
clinical decision support systems and reminders to improve
the quality of certain aspects of clinical care,5 evidence of
effectiveness is still lacking. Again, the use of reminders and
decision support seems so obvious. We have a remarkably slow
rate of diffusion of medical knowledge in the United States, and
reminding busy clinicians to do what is evidence based seems
so intuitive. For example, the 1977 landmark study on the use
of pneumococcal vaccine has only translated into 57% of
eligible patients receiving the vaccine.6 However, the articles
in this special issue should give us pause about the translation
of these systems to improved effectiveness in real-world
settings. The article by Fung et al. makes a strong case for
the need for end-user input into the development of reminder
systems that can better fit into the clinical workflow.7 The
important new work by Hicks et al. and Weber et al. in this
journal offer evidence that clinical decision support can help to
improve the management for common chronic illnesses, such
as hypertension and diabetes.8,9 However, the actual degree of
improvement demonstrated in the outcomes for these chronic
illnesses should give us pause. The complementary approach
of providing electronic information and decision support
directly to patients will hopefully increase patient engagement
as well as improve outcomes. The article by Hess et al. in this
issue reminds us that although most patients could complete
an electronic screening questionnaire,10 the digital divide is
still with us for some of our most vulnerable patients in need of
the greatest improvement.

Whereas electronic health records and decision support
systems have primarily focused on improved effectiveness and
patient safety, health information exchange has the potential
to improve the efficiency of care. We have all ordered a test
because we needed the result although we knew that it had
been done by another doctor or another hospital in the recent
past. This reality points out another limitation to the uptake of
electronic health records by physicians – we often don’t have
the critical information we need from consultants, laborato-
ries, or hospitals. The President’s Information Technology
Advisory Council (PITAC) estimated that every seventh admis-
sion may be unnecessary and every fifth lab test may be
unnecessary.11 Whereas regional health information exchange
offers great promise to reduce these unnecessary redundan-
cies in our health care system, there is little evidence to back
up this assertion. In this issue, Kern et al find that access to
electronic results via an internet portal can significantly
improve the quality of care.12 Although there are questions
regarding the business case for these emerging regional health
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information exchanges, the potential to provide bridges to the
data we need—laboratories, radiology reports, left ventricular
systolic function tests, consult notes, medication lists, and
discharge summaries—could prove to be the critical lynchpin
in our ability to care for patients across transitions and
episodes of care. The inclusion of key public health data, such
as immunizations, could further help to strengthen the
clinical–public health interface and move us toward a renewed
focus on population health.

The need to improve patient safety has clearly placed the
highest expectations on health IT systems such as computer-
ized provider order entry (CPOE). Some of these expectations
appear supported by the literature that includes examples of
remarkable reductions in medication errors associated with
CPOE systems.13 However, the proof that these systems
perform in less IT-savvy institutions remains elusive.14 We
need to continue to learn about what happens when these
systems are adopted in a full range of settings. The systematic
review by Wolfstadt et al. offers up some mixed results on the
effectiveness of CPOE systems.15 On the positive side, the
articles by Dollarhide et al. and Foster et al. offer important
insights on how to weave patient safety reporting into the flow
of patient care.16,17 The article by Dollarhide et al. suggests
that the use of a handheld software application increased the
number of confidential reports for medication events, especially
among nurses. Similarly, Foster et al. incorporated electronic
reporting of safety events into the electronic resident sign-out
system. Both of these interventions suggest that moving safety
reporting into the flow of patient care can make it easier to
gather the data we need to drive improvement. AsMark Chassin
said more than a decade ago—“we need to make the right thing
the easy thing to do.” If providers need to expend extraordinary
effort outside of routine care to report on patient safety events,
we will continue to be hamstrung by our inability to examine
what goes wrong and fix it.

Transparency in performance measurement is an important
cultural change in the health care landscape that may serve as
an additional driver toward greater use of health IT in practice.
The call for transparency will necessitate greater availability of
quality measures for public reporting. Although not specifically
addressed in this issue, the rich clinical environment of an
electronic health record should allow us to produce better-
quality measures. This will hopefully increase physician
acceptance of quality measurement and allow us to routinely
assess how close we are to achieving evidence-based care for
our patients. The measures produced by electronic health
record systems should also be a critically important driver of
quality improvement as we can only improve what we can
measure. Much work needs to be done before most electronic
health records can routinely produce quality measures, but it
is clearly the direction for the future. In addition, while we
are working on quality measurement, we can take the oppor-
tunity to link the clinical information in electronic health records
to the demographic data in our practicemanagement systems so
that we can routinely measure disparities in all we do.

Finally, I would like to end on a positive and pragmatic
note—what we can do as general internists to move this
potential to reality. First, general internists need to weigh in
on the specific applications of health IT that we think will make
the most difference in the quality and safety for our patients.
As demonstrated in this special issue, our research-minded

colleagues are making important progress in teaching us
should we should do—such as speaking to end-users—and
what not to do—such as setting unreasonable expectations.
Our clinician-educator colleagues can help by serving as the
beta testers for adoption of these electronic systems so they
can be improved and fit better into the flow of care. Whereas
many practices cannot adopt the full array of electronic health
record systems, we can begin to incrementally adopt the
electronic systems that show the most promise. For some
generalists who admit many patients, the connectivity to the
local hospital may be most important to ensure effective care
transitions. Generalists often know best what our patients
need, and we can advocate for the critical pieces of electronic
data that we know we will need, such as discharge summaries
and the medication reconciliation listing from the hospital sent
to us electronically before the patient leaves the hospital. As
the dominant clinical educators in our departments, we can
incorporate the importance of health IT and interconnectivity
into our teaching plans. The vision of an advanced medical
home for primary care clearly includes the ability to effectively
utilize the health IT systems that can help to improve the
quality and safety of health care.

Although the road toward fully functional interoperable
electronic health record systems will be bumpy, it is hard to
imagine that we can achieve significant improvements in safety
and quality without going down this road. The articles in this
special issue will hopefully help to smooth the course toward
more rational adoption of effective health IT systems.
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